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Introduction
Over 700 candidates sat this paper, which is the last January session for Unit 2 of the GCE
2008 Specification. This paper was set in accordance with the Specification guidance, and
adhered to the format of all previous Unit 2 papers. Centres received compact discs or
accessed mp3 files, which contained four passages, whose total running time was less than
four minutes. The total time allocated to this paper was 2 hours 30 minutes, with candidates
having access to the recording for the first 45 minutes only. All questions were compulsory,
and the vast majority of candidates attempted all questions, with widely varying
outcomes. There were excellent performances which suggest teachers’ familiarity with the
requirements, attention to points highlighted in Examiner’s Reports, and most especially to
the comments given to specific questions in the more recent Results Plus reports. This paper
was marked to exactly the same principles as 6FR02 in all its four previous sessions.
The passages sought to encompass topics from within the General Topic Areas and of
relevance to the candidates as far as possible, from a variety of sources, not just France.
The first four passages were spoken, the latter four were written. Passage 1, relating to
Q1, was a multiple choice exercise worth 4 marks, concerning an anti-nuclear protest in
France, seeking straightforward, factual information from the passage. In response to
Passage 2, about reduced passive smoking in Switzerland, candidates selected four correct
statements from eight. Q3, based on Passage 3 about an event in Valenciennes, giving
information about professions involving music gender, was a cloze exercise worth 4 marks,
where candidates selected from a pool of eight items. Q4, where 8 marks were available,
requiring responses in French, was based on Passage 4, concerning how French people
nowadays have less regard for food than in the past. From Passage 5, on house husbands,
each of five statements had to be correctly attributed to one of four people, for a total of 5
marks. Passage 6 addressed the topic of pricing in school canteens in France, and required
no inference, but transfer of meaning into English. Five questions worth 1 mark each,
were answered in English for a total of 5 marks. Passage 7 concerned the impact on young
people of eating food in the street. The questions were in French, amounting to 10 marks,
and required short responses in French. Passage 8 provided the stimulus for the written
response of up to 220 words on young people’s attitudes towards language learning, why
they do or do not enjoy doing so, whether it should be compulsory, and what other subjects
they perceive as especially valuable. Up to 15 marks were on offer for both Content and
Language, making Q8 worth 30 marks. 70 marks in total are available for 6FR02.

Assessment Principles
In Q1, only 1 mark was available for each of four multiple choice parts.
In Q2, four crosses were required to denote the four correct statements. One mark was
withheld for each cross offered in excess of four: for example, six crosses, including four
correct ones, would attract 2 marks in total.
In Q3, if the response selected was not completely transcribed correctly, but could clearly
not be confused with another item in the pool, it still earned the mark. Thus le grand
publique or de la region gained 1 mark.
In Q5, 1 mark was scored for each statement correctly attributed to a young person.
By assimilation with Q3, if more than five crosses were proffered in response to a given
statement, credit was withheld: one mark withheld for each cross written, in excess of five
in total.
As hitherto in this unit, Examiners assessed responses in Q4, Q6, and Q7 in the order that
elements were presented by the candidates, and considered no more elements than the
number of marks available. In this session, no part was worth more than 2 marks. Thus for
instance, in a 2 mark question, only the first two elements scored. Repeating or re-working
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the question, or preambles to an acceptable response, did not count as elements in the
response, and latitude was extended to candidates where possible. While harmless additions
do not cause credit to be withheld, it is possible that others can seriously compromise
responses.
Q8
Bullet 1: the full bullet needs explicit if cursory mention of one’s own country, whereas
a partial bullet is earned if only generalised. Ici was acceptable for one's own country.
Bullet 2: one main motivation needed to be given, and an enumeration alone gained a
partial bullet. The response could be personalised.
Bullet 3: gained a partial bullet if only the argument that everyone should have the chance
to study a language was proposed, with a conditional notion and personalised response
needed for full bullet. Developments could not be specifically relevant to constituencies
other than lycéens. Negative answers with development could score fully.
Bullet 4: Again, a personalised response with future notion was needed for the full bullet,
and general views that certain subjects are useful gained a partial bullet point.
A word has a space either side of it, and was counted, generously where possible, as
presented by the candidate. 220 words enforced, reading then to the end of the sense
group, not necessarily the sentence. Il y a in any tense is one word, as are proper nouns,
such as Monsieur Jan Walton and his or any job title. The salutation and valediction were
outside of the word count.
For Q8, the following guidance was found to be useful and workable for the Content
(C) mark in all previous sessions.
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•

C13-15 requires a direct response to all four bullet points

•

C10-12 requires at least a partial or oblique response to all four bullet points

•

C7-9 is where three bullet points are addressed, directly or partially. C-9 is the
maximum where one bullet point is omitted, but less might be awarded

•

C-6 is the maximum where two bullet points have been omitted, but again, less might
be awarded

•

Content and Language must both score, or neither scores, but C-1 and L-15 is
theoretically possible, and vice versa

•

This letter task required a salutation or valediction, with inappropriate registers
tolerated, or else the response forfeited one content mark.
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Question 4
This question type is familiar to candidates, and is being treated increasingly well. This
question was tackled better than in previous years. Faulty transcriptions rendering
communication impossible are often the cause of lost credit, especially involving flawed lifts.
All question parts are worth 1 or 2 marks. It is worth repeating that targeted, not oblique
lifts from the passage can score in Q4. It is not necessary per se to reword phrases from the
passage. Many candidates gained some credit in most parts, and some scores of 7 or 8 were
in evidence. Less able candidates attempted phonetic transcriptions, which were flawed, had
little meaning or did not make grammatical sense. This prevailed in Q4b and Q4c where les
dates de limite de vente provided much scope for error. Some tended to write excessively,
hoping to include the correct information. Candidates are reminded of the order of elements
rule (please refer to the Introduction). Q4 was expected to be the most challenging listening
question, and responses gained credit provided that they communicated unambiguously.
Candidates are always encouraged to listen to the whole passage first before attempting
the questions, as this provides the important overview of the sense of the passage. It also
suggests the order of the question parts, as they are asked sequentially, according to the
passage. Checking time before the listening source is removed after 45 minutes is strongly
encouraged.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has gained five out of eight marks for this question. Q4e and Q4f were
challenging for some candidates.
(a) Two notions were required within the 1 mark part, being throwing food away, and annually.
The seven kilograms were mentioned in the question so did not have to be explicit. With some
tolerance, the general plural of un Français scored, as there could have been the ambiguity
that the rest of the population is not involved, and where candidates clearly stated that seven
kilos are thrown away countrywide. Unfortunately no credit could be given. Many unsuccessful
answers omitted reference to chaque année. Others confused jeter with jeté(e) and as the
wrong part of speech impeded communication, it was rejected.
(b) This candidate gained the 1 mark on offer, by conveying the notion of tidying up in the
fridge: ranger alone was untargeted. Other candidates attempted to record les dates de limite
de vente and there were many errors, leading to anglicisms and ambiguity: limit, vent, vendre.
(ci) This question part was the most successfully done in Q4. Extra items were often added
harmlessly, but the order of elements matters, and an incorrect item given first means that
other items presented later cannot score: viande provided the most common route to this mark.
(cii) This candidate has responded succinctly and well. Where candidates had already lost credit
over misspelling of limite or vente, such errors would be treated sequentially here: ils sont
proches de leur date de limite was fine, but ils ont proche...was ambiguous and although it
could not score, was not infrequent.
(d) There were two ways of gaining this mark, and this candidate has gone for the more
demanding route: mentioning of finishing up the fridge contents before. The avant notion was
needed to complete the sense of the response, so this candidate has benefited from giving a
full answer. The more popular route was stating the great distance to the supermarket. Without
reference to the supermarket, the answer was incomplete, and the wrong types of shop were
sometimes proffered: le magasin du village for le supermarché.
(e) Gaspiller was generally well spelled and retrieved, but responses, as here, did not always
mention food, so were untargeted and vague. The question unlike Q4a which mentions seven
kilos, required food to be included in the answer.
(f) This part discriminated well, as many candidates identified the correct part of the passage,
but, like this candidate, chose to answer what was being encouraged, not what was being
discouraged. Prendre trop de pain was more often gained than reference to portion control, but
again, an understanding of the passage as a whole is worth spending a few moments to try
to obtain: prendre beaucoup de pain was often erroneously proffered, but it is the excess and
therefore wastage which is more of an issue than having a big appetite.

Examiner Tip

All relevant information must be conveyed for credit to be fully given, and similarly, care needs to
be taken with extra information, which can run candidates out of elements. The confusion between
jeter and jetée is frequent. Candidates should consider before writing the word how it would look
with perhaps an -re verb: la quantité jetée sounds no different for the incorrect la quantité jeter,
but substitution for la quantité mordue or la quantité mordre might help to clarify.
Practice with common near homophone is useful: in Q4b, jeunes was rejected as incorrect for gens.
Verbs need attention in listening where common forms are similar: Q4cii ils ont and ils sont.
It is always worthwhile trying to gain an overview of the passage. This can assist with answers
when the candidate is in doubt. Hence if the sense is that supermarkets are rather a long way
away for better shopping needs, the proximity in Q4d needs not only to target the great distance
to the supermarket, but would not possibly be talking about the distance to the village shop. One
would not logically eat everything up before going to a local store for a few items perhaps.
Great care is needed with lifting, as it can lead to misspelling, and untargeted responses.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate scored 3 marks.
(a) Mis dans la poubelle is a quite acceptable way of conveying the notion of jeté. Mis is not a correctly
formed perfect tense, but is an existent verb form so is tolerated, and the message is conveyed.
(b) This is irrelevant and not borne out by the passage. It also does not target the fridge, so even if the
candidate is unsure, a guess should involve reference to the fridge.
(ci) Either of these responses is correct, so the second element is a harmless addition.
(cii) This example is included as an attempt to transcribe but where there has not been consideration
of the meaning: ils sont un proche leur limite du vend has much of the correct information, but is
incorrectly presented.
(d) This is not in the passage and is a confusion, perhaps a guess. There needs to be mention of
supermarkets or finishing up the contents of the fridge before.
(e) Produit is only just acceptable, and the candidate had the benefit of the doubt. We would have
preferred la nourriture to be mentioned, but the sense is just conveyed here.
(f)This is a good example of the candidate writing down what is heard, in quite a communicative way, but
the whole response is from the wrong angle. Logically, not taking excess bread would not be discouraged.
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Question 6
Full sentences were not required in this transfer of meaning question. Some candidates
put themselves to unnecessary pains to do this, and others included so much information
that the order of elements rule hampered their scores. Each part of Q6 is worth 1 mark,
available for accurate and comprehensible retrieval of information from the passage. A large
number of candidates managed to score 3 or 4 marks. Infelicitous or imprecise English was
a significant factor in depressing scores, such as in Q6b, where free meals did not quite
respond to how much parents paid; or in Q6e, where une équipe d'animateurs proved hard
to convey. In Q6b again, there was confusion over the meaning of the various sums of
money. In Q6d, it was not always clear who was cutting the meat. Almost all responded in
English as required and there was little incidence of switching inadvertently to French for
individual parts.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate gained 4 marks for Q6. It means that only one part eluded, and that was challenging
for many candidates. This candidate has written succinctly, even laconically, which is fine, provided
that all necessary information is conveyed.
(a) To score in this part there needed to be reference to both the family and its income. Therefore
income or finances were too vague, and family situation did not get across the money aspect needed.
Family wealth gets the notion across, and this scores.
(b) In this part some candidates conveyed the idea that the meal could be free, but that is not direct
enough, when the response should be nothing. There was also some faults here with incorrect figures
impinging: the poorer families pay a small amount, 2.71 Euros when this is actually the average cost
charged, not the price they might pay.
(c) This part was well handled, and this candidate conveyed the notion correctly of a balanced meal,
essentially including the regularity of once per day. Healthy would have been equally valid as balanced
meal, but good meal had to be rejected, as a good meal could be substantial yet quite unhealthy. This
could seem harsh but in a transfer of meaning question, English precision was sought.
(d) There was either the notion, as offered here, of meat being cut up, or that of new flavours
being tasted. New tastes or flavours were fine, but new savours seemed to be a gallicism, and did
not communicate sufficiently. They helped them to discover taste had to be rejected, as that was
also ambiguous.
(e) This candidate has opted for a short and safe response which was acceptable. If candidates
chose to identify who provided the activities, there needed to be a correct rendition of une équipe
d'animateurs. Teachers, animators and actors were all examples of rejected teams of people,
and invalidated otherwise correct answers.

Examiner Tip

All necessary information must be included. It is worth checking through, as responses
which seem complete based on the question may be only partial when read as stand-alone
answers.
There is a danger of trying to offer all information, rather than that which is specifically
needed. For example, in Q6b, some candidates mentioned free food or low cost food. The
latter is correct but cannot score because the first element is incorrect, and it is only a one
mark response.
Candidates should ensure that their response targets the question, rather than simply
provide the correct information. In Q6b, it is true that the meal can cost nothing, which is
correct, but in answer to how much someone pays, free is rather oblique, so was rejected.
This is an English transfer of meaning question and une équipe d'animateurs proved
difficult to convey for many candidates. Animators is quite different in English, so did
not score. It is worth having a few minutes thinking away from the passage, to consider
whether the English offered is natural or whether it conveys what is intended. The gallicism
in Q6d to discover new 'savours' seemed an example of a candidate thinking in French,
without enough regard for the English equivalent.
Care is needed in English especially, with personal pronouns, such as 'they'. In the original
French, gender often helps to avoid confusion, but in Q6, a number of candidates used
'they' to mean various things, and therefore left ambiguous responses. 'They' without
indication could at different times in Q6 mean at least the schools, meals, canteen staff,
families, pupils, activities etc.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate gained only 2 marks. This sample is included
as it shows much correct understanding, but the way in which it
is conveyed makes much of it unrewardable.

Examiner Tip

Please see the tips made for the first 6 sample
(a) The family income notion is successful
(b) The sum of money has been incorrectly given, even though the idea of paying less
has been understood, so the sum is erroneous and means no score.
(c) A balanced diet is not achieved by a single meal, so this had to be rejected. It is an
example of where perhaps an overview or checking could help, as one meal is unlikely to
make the whole day's intake balanced.
(d) This is fine, and was a popular route to the mark.
(e) Producing activities is not appropriate in English, but the French spelling of groupe
is an answer in the wrong language, so cannot score. This kind of small slip could be
detected through attentive checking.

10
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Examiner Comments

This candidate's work is included as an example of a full scoring Q6 with quite brief yet
accurate responses.
(a) 'Scholar' is a bit unusual but it conveys the sense, and resources are taken to be
financial, with a little goodwill. Family situation is a response where it really has moved
away from the financial notion.
(b) Both possible elements are offered, so there is no vitiation, as they are both correct.
(c) 'At least' was not required, but is correct, so harmless, and the daily notion is also
present as required.
(d) 'Discovering flavours' was a less common answer than cutting up meat, but it scores.
(e) The fact of 'doing' the activities is the main point, as sought by the question part, so
this completes the full house of 5 marks.

Examiner Tip

Please see tips from the first sample
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Question 7
This reading comprehension question follows the same format as used in all previous
examination sessions. In the same way as Q4 for spoken language, Q7 seeks responses in
French to the written word. In this session, no question part is worth more than 2 marks.
Targeted lifts were accepted, though oblique ones were not. There were 10 marks on offer.
Discrete marking in the 2 mark questions allowed candidates who had partially understood,
to access some credit. It should be remembered that the discrete element rule aims to
give credit where one element is correct, and the other is incorrect but plausible within
context. Therefore an irrelevant or contradictory incorrect element could cost both marks.
As mentioned before, it is worthwhile gaining a general comprehension of the context in the
passage, as this then precludes extraneous and many incorrect answers.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has scored well and consistently, but there could be ways in which the last few marks,
especially in the last parts, could have been accessed.
(a) This is taken rather too closely from the passage, but it was felt that the two ideas of gaining in
identity and independence were conveyed.
(b) This part was among the more successful, as liking traditional food was communicated in several
straightforward ways. It was noted though that the lift was not accepted, and many attempted this
unsuccessfully. This candidates did gain the mark though.
(c) Gester spoils an otherwise correct response for 2 marks, and it may be that in checking through, the
candidate would have picked up this slip, and gained a further mark. Its first element though does not
make sense, so cannot score. There were more ways of gaining the two marks here than the elements
needed, so this was quite successful.
(d) This was also a generally successful part, and scored 2 marks for this candidate. The notion of
sharing was especially well retrieved. The element relating to eating on the hoof was also treated
sympathetically, as eating while moving or moving while eating were both accepted. It cannot be
assumed that this latitude will always be extended, so precise answers should be offered if possible.
This candidate has confused 'ses' with 'leurs' and it was tolerated.
(e) This part was not well done, and many candidates did not get the idea that pointing the finger, as
in English, is a form of disapproval. This candidate approaches the answer in understanding that peer
pressure is a form of self-regulation, as did others, but it is the specific idea of disapprobation which is,
as frequently, lacking.
(f) This is an instance where candidates have lifted from the correct area of the text without
discernment. Thus the final elements of this response about two generations sharing the same food is
exactly what is sought, but has been invalidated by two incorrect elements first.

Examiner Tip

This candidate was fortunate to gain both marks in (a) given that le street-food peut ils aider...
does not make unambiguous sense. In checking through, candidates would be well advised to
ensure that even if sentences or phrases are simple, that they make as good grammatical sense as
possible, so the message is not impeded.
(b) is an example of where care is always needed with lifts, and the rubric, while not insisting on
the candidate's own words, encourages them.
(c) includes the phrase à faire in the question, and without a verbal notion, and a simple
enumeration of the various activities, so if the response is oblique a mark would be forfeited.
Candidates need to appreciate the exact requirement of the question, as a verbal idea was sought
here, and could not immediately be supplied from the passage.
(d) The confusion of the various personal pronouns and adjectives is frequent, and if it occurs in an
essential part, will lead to lost credit. This is an area of the programme of study well worth revising
carefully, and it relates to the Q6 issue of vague personal pronouns such as 'they'.
(f) The order of elements seeks to reward targeted responses, and unhappily, this candidate places
two incorrect elements before two correct ones in a two mark answer, so scores nothing in this
part. As much focus on the question as possible will stretch scores.
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Examiner Comments

(a) 1 mark but only one element is offered in a two mark part. It is worth hazarding a second idea.
(b) A manipulated lift is offered which is acceptable, and scores.
(c) This is an example of there being no account taken of a verbal notion, and there is simply a reworking of the question plus the activity, so one mark has been forfeited for the lack of verbal sense.
(d) The candidate is in the right area but not quite correct in how the information is conveyed. Perhaps
some reconsideration would have gained the second mark: eating on the move is missing as a concept.
(e) This answer misses entirely the notion of disapproval.
(f) This response contrasts with the first sample, as there is less information offered here, but the two
correct elements offered are the first two, so 2 marks are awarded. This candidate has scored well
gaining six marks.

Examiner Tip

Please see tips for first sample
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Examiner Comments

This candidate gained 9 marks. An excellent score, including success with the more challenging parts (e)
and (f)
(a) Both elements are correctly presented, with the second being a logical extension of the first which
does not impede the message at all.
(b) This is correctly conveyed with an accurate use of possessive adjectives.
(c) This is the same issue as in the second sample for Q7, in that there is no verbal element, so credit is
withheld from the first element.
(d) The two scoring ideas are conveyed succinctly: carrying and sharing.
(e) This is a slightly inferential angle but deemed plausible in the context that finger pointing at bad
behaviour means that good behaviour is encouraged, and with the benefit of the doubt, it scores.
(f) The notion of family seems to embrace the generations and leads to both elements scoring. This
candidate has performed at a very high level.

Examiner Tip

See tips from first sample
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Examiner Comments

Please see above in the context of more successfully
undertaken Q7s

Examiner Tip

Please see first sample
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Question 8
Almost every candidate attempted this question, and many did so to good or very good
effect. Technique is becoming noticeably better as the sessions pass. Candidates who
answered entirely irrelevantly or incomprehensibly, thus scoring nothing, were very rare.
The integration of young handicapped people in education and sports seemed to be well
within the compass of most candidates, and would have been familiar from three of the
four general topic areas. The word count of 220 words proved generally adequate, and
candidates who exceeded the limit often did so because of verbose or repetitive responses.
Excellent answers were accommodated well within the word count. While the majority of
candidates responded at least in part to three bullet points, there were a number of areas
where unwary candidates could easily respond incompletely or only tangentially, as pointed
out in the summary for the paper, where there are details of the bullet points' requirements.
Credit was not withheld from short length work, but it could be self-penalising, as the
necessary development was possibly not achieved, and language variety could be limited.
The most successful responses frequently dealt with the bullet points in the order in which
they were presented, often devoting a paragraph to each, with an opening and concluding
thought ‘book-ending’ the totality of the four paragraphs. The more successful responses
tended to have a targeted response to begin each paragraph, and further details then
developed the response. A letter was required so there was a reduction of one mark on
Content where there was neither a salutation nor a valediction. Problème, langue (given in
question), and personne, and agreement of adjectives. Disjunctive pronouns and pronoun
objects were not always well-handled. Basically, nouns and their verbs and adjectives did
not agree in many instances and sometimes rendered communication difficult. Étuder
was often used, faire and aller were sometimes treated as regular verbs. It is well worth
checking Q8 carefully, and ensuring that basic grammar from GCSE level or earlier is
correct. It cannot be over-stated that straightforward, accurate language is generally better
than attempts at more sophisticated constructions which are not always wholly convincing.
Planning is also advisable, and while any plan or its absence is not assessed at all, planning
can avoid excessive words and time being devoted to early bullet points, leaving not enough
time or words for the last one(s).
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Examiner Comments

The message is clear, though there are places in which the examiner has to think carefully about
what the candidate is seeking to communicate. Overall though the points are conveyed and, for
example, the idea of studying a language and motivation for this, is clear enough. The score
of 13 for content means that all four bullet points have been fully addressed, and, referring to
the introduction at the beginning of this report, there were a number of issues where less wary
candidates have missed out. There are some quite significant grammatical weaknesses here
which would be worth trying to resolve: étuder , future tense, verb control generally. However,
the response is comprehensible overall, and there are some decent attempts at enhancement
with the subjunctive, some dependent infinitives, si clauses and subordinate clauses. Language-7
reflects the fact that comprehension does not overall impede the message, but that there
are quite considerable weaknesses at times. This candidate illustrates the possible mismatch
between the Content and Language marks.

Examiner Tip

Ensure that the bullet points are addressed directly and developed if possible.
This is especially important where candidates find grammar challenging: this
candidate has an excellent Content score, despite only a modest Language one.
Aim at simple language which is correct rather that an artificial and overambitious construction which may actually hinder the message.
Stick to the bullet points and develop these roughly in equal measure. This
candidate has dealt with all bullet points well and thus scores highly for Content.
Note the register required. A letter is indicated and given here. Merely writing
cordialement avoided the 1 mark forfeit.
Word count must be respected, for while examiners are tolerant, 220 words and
the end of the sense group is the limit.
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Examiner Comments

This is an example of a modest candidate. Content and Language are both worth 8,
which means the response can be understood overall but without great ease or good
accuracy, and that three of the bullet points have been addressed in some way. The
third bullet point is not addressed, as there is no mention of the candidate's view
on compulsory language learning, and even bullet 1 is rather vague, since there is
no focus on the candidate's country. There is some useful information of the topic
generally, and some good ideas for bullet points 2 and 4. In terms of language,
there are some basic flaws, and genders and number are often incorrect: la pays, un
connaissance la cultures. There are sufficient such examples for 7-9 to be the likely
mark band for Language. A better score would have been achieved by taking into
account the full terms of the bullet points, so referring, for example, to the country
of the candidate, to avoid a general response. Equally, more complex structures
would not help so much as attending to basic issues of number and gender which
could helpfully be practised through the year.

Examiner Tip

Please see tips for the first sample
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Examiner Comments

This is not a faultless response in any way, as there are some accents missing.
There are some unnaturally phrased responses and some anglicisms, but this
illustrates that examiners will award full marks to work which, within the terms of
the examinations and the length of the course, is excellent. This candidate gained
30 marks. All four bullet points are well addressed with some development, though
it has to be said that the details and the language, while competent and accurate,
are not the most advanced seen. However this is an example of a candidate whose
control of the constructions deployed is excellent and whose development is
logical. There is evidence of linking ideas and bullet points, and while this is not
a prerequisite, it enhances the flow of the points made, couched as they are in
accurate French. Clearly this is an excellent but not atypical candidate, and the
highest marks are not the preserve of native speakers.

Examiner Tip

Please see earlier samples for tips
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice.
As advised in previous examiner reports, all candidates, but especially those targeting the
higher grades, should ensure that basic grammatical knowledge is secure. Q8 has 15 marks
explicitly for quality and range of language, and errors which impede communication may
lead to less marks in Q4 and Q7.
Advanced grammatical constructions in Q8 are impressive, but particularly if used correctly
and in the context of a good overall response. Basic and accurate grammar, such as
singular subjects with singular verbs and use of correct verb forms are of more fundamental
importance. Excessive ambition can obscure the message.
All candidates gain marks in Q8 by fully addressing each bullet point. A direct response
to each, with some development is much preferable to a pre-learnt and possibly oblique
response.
Candidates should consult this report and look at the commented examples and marking
principles. For instance, it is worth knowing that any incorrect formation of key verbs will
not gain marks. The importance of word count in Q8 is useful to note, and the order of
elements rule is also important.
17 marks are on offer for non-verbal responses, so these question types should be
practised. Listening practice could include some revision of numbers and different tenses.
Allowing checking time within the 2 hours 30 minutes, especially for Q8, is strongly
recommended. This includes checking listening responses within the first 45 minutes.
Practice with short phrases of dictation would assist performance in the listening questions,
especially Q4.
Candidates should exercise care where lifting directly from either the listening or reading
passages. Targeted lifts are permissible, but very often lifts do not respond directly to the
question or are transcribed too faultily from the listening passage to score.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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